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Q1 2019 
 
Abax Global Equity Fund Commentary 
 
Global markets made a very strong recovery after the precipitous decline in the second half of 2018.  
The Fund paced the market in the first quarter to end up 12% from the start of the year, easing much 
of the pain of last year’s decline. 
 
The second half of 2018 saw a number of the Fund’s holdings decline materially, seemingly on nothing 
more than market fears and general macro mood swings (there were one or two exceptions). The 
December commentary indeed discussed how far some holdings have fallen and how attractive their 
valuations have become as a result. At the same time, there remained much global uncertainty with 
trade wars, record periods of economic expansion, the inversion of the US yield curve (you now get 
paid less to hold 10 year government bonds than for 3 month instruments, a past ominous indicator 
for equity markets). We held our positions though and gained from this in the past three months. 

Some of the more meaningful recoveries were British American Tobacco that appreciated 28%, 
Western Digital 34%, Moncler 24%, Autozone 22%, Amazon 18% and Tencent 15%.  Unfortunately, 
NMC Health, one of the larger holdings, declined a further 16%, limiting the overall fund appreciation 
to 12%. 

As with our other Abax funds, the fund will have a core group of larger positions where we may trade 
at the margin, but still retain a holding for a long time. Tencent, Amazon, NMC, Google, Trex and JP 
Morgan would be examples. Our core investments will be in companies that can deliver superior 
earnings growth for many years because they have some competitive moat around their business 
model, manage the business better than others, maintain a healthy balance sheet, offer superior 
environmental, social and governance standards and look after minority shareholders. The challenge 
for the portfolio manager is to invest at the right time into such a business. The companies mentioned 
above fit this mould of being a superior long term winning business, but their share prices fluctuate; 
buying at the wrong time will leave you owning a great business, but not necessarily making much 
money. On the positive side though, these price fluctuations offer the portfolio manager the 
opportunity to earn a higher return on a company than the simple start to end of period price 
difference. We do much work on our investee companies to determine what drives the business (and 
hence the profits), but also to understand what drives the share price (this is far harder to gauge 
confidently). For a number of companies we would have more confidence in our understanding of the 
price drivers and hence take the opportunity to trade these shares. We have traded, for example, 
Moncler, Amazon, Tencent, Adidas, NMC, Trex and others quite successfully over the years and will 
continue to do so. 

In addition to these core businesses there would be second group of quality businesses, but where we 
will take a smaller position as we are still gaining the full confidence as with the first group. In the ideal 
situation, our work on these companies will be vindicated and these companies become part of the  
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core group as well over time. Trex and NMC, for example, started as smaller holdings and grew into 
their “core” status as the businesses evolved and we gained confidence. Current constituents in this 
group would include the likes of Haier (Chinese leader in washing machines and water heaters), AIN 
(Japanese Pharmacy group) and HDFC Bank (leading Indian non-government bank) 

Lastly, the fund will have a number of smaller investments; not every new investment idea enters the 
portfolio at a 3% position size. We will take a smaller position in a number of companies that offer 
potential, but which may be somewhat more off the beaten path, or are in new countries (where we 
still have gain full confidence in discovering what drives the share valuation or local currency, as 
opposed to the pure business drivers). Some of our holdings in this category would be Zozo (Japanese 
online clothing marketplace), Western Digital (Global memory manufacturer) and Aptiv (US auto 
component manufacturer that leans towards the newer automated driving technologies). 

Combining the three groups then make up a diversified portfolio with some solid foundation, an 
upcoming second tier and a smaller group of hopefully future winners. 

Global markets have appreciated strongly in recent years and valuations are at elevated levels. We 
therefore have to be extra vigilant in our company research and portfolio construction. We maintain 
our belief that there will always be great, long term winners that we can invest in – these will provide 
superior returns as long as we also get our entry and exit pricing correct as well.  This is what we will 
continue to spend all our time on. 

 

 


